
A new level of InSight
into your inspections

Cenozon’s InSight provides operators with a built-for-purpose tool for managing 
and interpreting In-Line Inspection data. With an interactive GIS interface, and 

streamlined data management, InSight will revolutionize your workflow.

A NEW LEVEL OF INSIGHT INTO YOUR OPERATIONS

Unprecedented InSight
InSight builds on Cenozon’s experience 

with operation and integrity software. By 
incorporating advanced features such as 
Automated Multi-run Feature Matching. 
Analytical tools provide operators with 
the ability to perform cluster analysis, 
detect defect trends, and more. With 

InSight you can paint a detailed picture of 
what is happening throughout your entire 

pipeline network - inside and out.

1 (866) 434-8111  |  CENOZON.COMHOW MUCH TIME & MONEY WILL YOU SAVE?

1.  Open the InstantChart™ app on  
any device or operating system

2.  Choose the meter; verify dates  
and times



DELIVERING INNOVATIVE PIPELINE SOFTWARE ON EVERY FRONT
Ask about Cenozon’s comprehensive suite of software for oil and gas pipeline 
operators: Pipeline Integrity Risk Manager, Measurement Manager, Measurement 
Schematics, FIND, WildFire and HydroFlow. LEARN MORE AT CENOZON.COM
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MODERN SOLUTIONS FOR A MODERN INDUSTRY

INCREDIBLE CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
Cenozon’s InSight offers solid technology that’s dependable and easy to use, but 

when you have questions or need customizations, Cenozon offers fast, helpful 
support. We’re here when you need us.

THE INSIGHT ADVANTAGE

“I am excited to be a part of the team developing a solution that will impact the future reliability of pipelines 
and make the job of managing pipeline integrity data easier and more cost effective.”

– Nigel Smith, Senior Integrity Advisor, Cenozon

Advanced analytical tools allow predicitive
 interpretation of inspection data, so you not only 

what is happening now, but what could 
happen in the future.

GIS integration allows you to visualize your
 entire pipeline and riser network, and
 tools such as automated flyover help 

you see more than just data. 

Automatic data processing allows for greater 
data reliability and increased confidence 

in data interpretation.

Comprehensive reporting tools help you to 
integrate InSight into your corporate 

heirarchy, and share analysis company wide. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 


